John Clancy by Clancy, John
Edited Interview with John Clancy in Cathal Brugha Street (22/1 & 1112/2008) 
Mairtin Mac Con Iomaire (MM) John Clancy (JC) Jimmy Rock (JR) 
1. MM: Where and when were you born? 
2. JC: I was born in Dublin on the 3rd December 1952, in the Navan Road and I was adopted 
aged three by a family called the Bannons. The extraordinary thing about the Bannons, was that 
George was Church of Ireland and Connie his wife, Catherine, was Roman Catholic and when 
they got married it caused terrible consternation in the family, in fact her family wouldn't talk to 
them, it caused terrible friction in the family. Now I have to say he was an absolute gentleman. His 
career, he was a sergeant major in the British Army and he fought in the Second World War. He 
came back from the war and went to work in Maguire and Pattersons. He was a maintenance fitter 
by trade, very highly skilled. 
3. MM: The match people, they were Quakers, weren't they? 
4. JC: That's right, and when I went up to live in Barr na Coille, I was fostered with another 
chap called Charlie Warner, no Charlie, nobody knows where Charlie is now. The Bannons had 
one son Kenneth who would have been about seven years older than I; he would have been around 
ten at the time. There are several things I remember about the experience, it was my first time ever 
in a car, and it was my first time ever seeing dogs, they had greyhounds and collies. It was a bit of 
a frightening experience, you know. 
5. I went to school in St. Mary's in Sandyford, I was there up until around ten or eleven. I was 
moved from there down to Dundrum National School, because Charlie was classed as a difficult 
child. I suppose today he had what they would class as an attention deficit disorder (ADHD), but 
you can imagine how they dealt with it in those days, it was heavy handed, anyway. 
6. MM: Were you both around the same age? 
7. JC: Charlie's birthday is in July and mine in December, we were born the same year; I 
actually don't know if he is dead or alive, which is a pity because he was a lovely guy. 
8. MM: At what stage did the Bannons stop looking after Charlie? 
9. JC: When he ran away at fifteen years of age. I was there up until the time that George died. 
George got me my first job. My first job was down in the Salthill Hotel, it was called the Crofton 
Hotel in Dun Laoghaire. 
10. MM: Did the Salthill Hotel become the Crofton Hotel, because the Salthill Hotel had a great 
name for nearly a century, was it still good as the Crofton? 
11. JC: It was superb, I remember walking into it on my first day, you can imagine what it was 
like going in at fifteen years of age, I met this chef, I'll never forget his name, it was 
extraordinary, Joe Stefanazzi, and Joe had a brother called Charlie who was a waiter, I don't know 
his whereabouts now, they would be the old timers, we're going back forty years, it's forty years 
this year actually. 
12. MM: Where were the Stefanazzi' from? 
13. JC: He was from Italy; he had Italian parents but lived here in Ireland. He was the head chef 
there. I did a whole summer there and then I moved from there on to ... 
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14. MM: I'll just hold you there for a moment John, did you stay in primary to fourteen or did you 
move on to secondary school? 
15. JC: I went on to technical school, what we called the 'Tech' in Dundrurn, I did two or three 
years there, out of school I thought I'd never get. But I worked from about fifteen and a half, but at 
sixteen I started work, so I had left Technical School by then. 
16. MM: Was it pure coincidence that got you into catering, or did you have a leaning towards it? 
17. JC: I think I had because Connie, she was a great cook, there is certain things that I can 
remember, Sundays were a big day at home because it was a roast. We lived in a house that had a 
massive big range in the kitchen, and the kitchen was the centre of everything, the television was 
in the kitchen, and this massive big table, I can still see it today, and we all sat around this big 
table and the cooking was done there. And you were involved in the cooking. I used to do the 
apple tarts. And she used to do this thing called apple dumpling, I don' t know if you ever ate an 
apple dumpling. What they used to do is get suet pastry and line a bowl with it, butter the bowl, 
flour it and line it with suet pastry, fill it with apples, cloves and sugar, pour the pastry over it 
again, put it in a pot and steam it. Turn it out and cut it up and have it with custard, it was 
absolutely, you'd die for it! 
18. MM: It was very English really, but she wasn't English? 
19. JC: Oh, it was beautiful. No she wasn't English, George was English, she was actually from 
Drumcondra, her name was Duff from Philipsburg Avenue, the family home is still there, I think. 
We would have been the only two in any part of the family that were adopted, you know. But 
getting back to the school thing, I went to Dundrum, did my primary, and then went on to the 
Tech, and then I started work. 
20. MM: And in the Tech was there any home economics or anything like that? 
21. JC: No there wasn ' t, there was woodwork or metalwork but I didn't really like any of those, I 
had no time for them, I would have been good with my hands and if I was going to pick any it 
would have been woodwork. There was one teacher there, Michael Birmingham and he really 
would have encouraged you. 
Discussion on treatment ofthe adopted children in Barr na Coille National School 
22. MM: Moving on, your first job was in the Salthill Hotel, your father had set it up, what was 
your duties there, and how many were in the kitchen? 
23 . JC: I was there as a commis chef, I was doing everything, I was doing vegetables, I was 
piping cream on trifles, I was doing all sorts of jobs. There wasn 't that many in the kitchen, maybe 
three chefs in it, they did an awful lot of weddings, it overlooked Dublin Bay, it was a beautiful 
place. What are there now are apartments, the building is completely gone. I cycled from Barr na 
Coille to Dun Laoghaire and back, but it was straight shifts, you worked from 9am or so, not split 
shifts . I didn't start the splits until later on in other hotels. From there I went to the Four Courts 
Hotel on Inns Quay. 
24. MM: What brought you there? 
25 . JC: Well again it was George, he had a contact there, he knew the maintenance man there, 
John Burgess, they used to drink together on McGettigans on Queen Street, I think it is still there. 
So that's how the whole thing started, he got me a job there. The head chef there was a fellow 
called Ned Hickey, and the second chef was fellow called Eamon Ingram, a brother of Colrn's, 
and it was Eamon who got me into the next job. 
26. MM: Who was the manager there? 
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27. JC: Albert Tennant, he had come from the Gresham Hotel, he was the general manager and 
his daughter was manager. He was there a long time, very English. 
28. MM: He was English, but both Ned and Eamon, were they from Dublin, and where had they 
trained? 
29. JC: Tennant was English and both the boys were from Dublin. Ned Hickey had trained in the 
Gresham, I think, and he had also trained in the Shelbourne. He had a brother Larry who was a 
kitchen porter in the Shelbourne. Eamon Ingram had trained in the Russell, he had done a lot of 
time in the Russell. 
30. MM: We are talking here about 1968/69? 
31 . JC: That's right; I stayed there for around a year and a half Again my duties would be more 
the same as the Salthill. I worked in the pastry section or on the larder. I worked with the larder 
chef there, Peter Byrne, the kitchen was downstairs in the basement and you had veg cooks and all 
the rest, but the larder was very small, and you did split shifts every day. It was the first place I 
was introduced to split shifts. So I was introduced to the chefs sodality which was across the road 
on Merchants Quay. Do you know about the chefs sodality? 
32. MM: No, tell me about it? 
33. JC: (laugh) Father Henry, God be good to him, he's gone since, he would have been the hotel 
chaplain, and he used to have these afternoon sodalities, sort of prayers and meetings, I think it 
was to stop the chefs going into pubs, you know. It was across the road in the Francis Xavier Hall. 
There wasn't a lot to do, when you think about it, when you were on your split shift, because there 
was nothing really around there. 
34. MM: Would you have gone to the cinema? 
35 . JC: No, not really, it wasn't until I went to the Russell that I started going to the cinema, I'd 
never been to the cinema, well maybe as a younger child. 
36. MM: Was the Four Courts Hotel busy at this stage? 
37. JC: God it was, yea. The Four Courts Hotel was like a four star hotel, it was very busy, and 
remember it was around the times of the Arms Trial as well. I was working there around the time 
of the Arms Trial. The place was swinging; it was constantly booked out around that time. It was a 
lovely hotel, a family run hotel, you know. 
38. MM: Was the clientele mostly country or lawyers or both? 
39. JC: Both, a mixture ofboth and a lot of politicians, Fianna Fail, you know. You had that, and 
the Ormond Hotel and the Clarence Hotel. They were the three hotels that were competing on 
around that side of the Liffey. And they all did well, in fairness, you know. So I moved from there 
then into the Russell Hotel around 1969nO and it was Ned Ingram who got me in there. 
40. MM: Who was in the Russell, tell me about the Russell? 
41. JC: The head chef was Pierre Rolland, I started in late spring, the beginning of summer, and 
Rolland would have spent six months there, I think he had just arrived; my initial interview was 
with Jackie Needham. In effect Jackie really employed me. My first job was working on the roast 
corner with a fellow called Emmet Byron, who's now passed on since. Then I moved from there 
into the larder with Colm Ingram. Now, the set up was that when Pierre Rolland came over from 
the Bahamas, he brought Henri with him as well, the son, and Henri went into the larder. It was 
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weird really because, Colm was larder chef but when Henri came back Colm ended up as second 
in command. It was the same with Jackie, Jackie was head chef but Rolland really was the 
supreme, if you like. It was extraordinary, it was the first time I'd ever seen food prepared to such 
a standard, it was absolutely incredible. The attention to detail was just unbelievable. It was the 
first time, no it wasn't, it was the second time I'd seen it, the first time was in the Four Courts 
Hotel, where they had duty managers or trainee managers working in the kitchen, working as 
chefs in the kitchen, and I thought that was brilliant, now, mind you they weren't treated very 
well, they were taken advantage of, I think anyway. But in the Russell they were treated as chefs, 
they got the same treatment as the rest of us, you know. 
42. I think a big thing as well was sitting at the chefs table. Every commis was given their tum of 
preparing the food for the chefs table. It was brilliant, everybody sat around the table, the head 
chef sat there, the sous chef, all the chefs, and the commis never sat with the chefs. The commis 
chefs always sat below the salt, that was the term we used, (laugh) but it was tough, by Jaysus, it 
was tough. 
43 . MM: But you had the full brigade as such? 
44. JC: It was unbelievable, every comer, you had the saucier, you had the garde manger, every 
comer was there, I suppose really my most terrifYing experience, I have to say Mairtin, was when 
the orders were called in, they were all called in French. I hadn't a clue what they were saying, not 
a fucking clue. I remember Colm Ingram saying to me, 'now son, you are going to have to learn 
fast', and by Jaysus, fear is a great motivator, I'll tell you, you know. But what they did, is they 
had little cards, they'd get you to write things on cards. When they would be calling in an order, 
all you would hear was' chez command, quatre covert, blah blah blah' all this stuff, and then 'oui 
chef, oiu chef, oui chef' all coming from everywhere, and it all came together. Rolland sat on a 
stool at the hotplate. The hotplate was dressed with white linen, and all the cloche's were there, all 
spotless, spotless! Michael Cullen was the silver man, the head kitchen porter, and Micheal had 
his assistant. Now, Rolland was treated as a God, he was a God in that kitchen. Hector Fabron was 
the manager at the time, Fabron would come down and they'd have coffee every morning and that 
was it, and Fabron would leave him then and maybe come back in the afternoon and have a 
discussion. But I remember one time there was a dispute about some dish that came back, and to 
this day I can still see the sauce boat getting flung across the kitchen over to Jackie Needham, I 
don't know if the sauce was not right or something, and he just got it and fucked it across the 
hotplate, Rolland did, and said 'this is fucking shit' . The whole kitchen stopped, it was incredible. 
To think about it, to think he would talk to Jackie like that, Jackie Needham, the respect he had 
was incredible. Even though Jackie had his problems himself with the drink and that, Jackie 
couldn't get through a day without knocking back a half bottle of sherry in the morning. Jackie 
would be in the morning before everybody. 
45. MM: What age was Jackie? 
46. JC: At the time, when I knew him first, he certainly would have been in his late thirties to 
early forties but by God, bless us, he looked like he'd had a hard life. I'm not sure where he was 
from but Matt Dowling would know more about him than I would. Matt was there as well. 
47. MM: Was Matt and Jackie on a parallel level or what was the story? 
48. JC: No, what happened is that Matt Dowling was a young chef there on the sauce, but he 
wasn't the sauce chef. Eamon Ingram was the sauce chef, when Eamon left a chap called Lorcan 
O'Rafferty. Jimmy Tyrell was there, there was Lorcan O'Rafferty, Tony Butler- in the pastry-
he's passed on since, and there was a chap there called John Kearney who later went on to work in 
the Intercontinental (Hotel), he was a fantastic pastry chef, and there was Emmet (Byron), ah yes, 
I'll tell you who was on the sauce, Willy Woods, and Willy went on to work in the Celtic Mews 
with Joe Gray. He was a fantastic sauce chef, that fellow. And there was Colm Ingram, and there 
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were loads of commis, I couldn't remember half of them and you had loads of trainee managers as 
well. 
49. MM: Were there any women working there? 
50. JC: No, no women in the kitchen, the commis did the veg. The veg house was under, you 
went through the kitchen, which was in the basement, to what I called the Stephen's Green side of 
it and outside there were two sheds and that was the veg house. Bags of spinach the height of the 
lamp there, and you'd be picking this stuff forever. The regime was good, because in the morning 
when you came in, before work started all the commis were lined up and you had to put your 
hands out like that (in front of your body) to make sure everything was clean, your uniform had to 
be clean, white hat, white neck tie and everything. If you didn't have it you'd be sent back to the 
locker room and that was it. 
51. MM: And who was the drill master? 
52. JC: That would have been Jackie Needham, very much so, and Rolland would look out and if 
he saw something, he wouldn' t call you, he'd call Jackie, and Jackie would give that poor 
unfortunate whore a bollocking or whatever. That was it. Everyday you got clean uniforms and 
they were supplied by the hotel. That was the first time I had experienced this, in the Four Courts 
we had to wash our own. Another thing I experience in the Russell for the first time was cooking 
with gas cookers. In the Four Courts and the Salthill it was coal and you'd be black as soot! Filthy, 
you know, you used to have to wear the black aprons to stoke the fire or whatever. The gas 
cookers had been there for years but they were like new, everything was spotless. The chefs were 
responsible for cleaning down their own area, and I'll tell you something, if there was any dirt on 
the floor, you got an awful bollocking from the chefs, it was unbelievable. The place was just 
spotless, absolutely unbelievable, and then you had the commis de garde in the afternoon. So the 
way it worked is you came in at 8.30 in the morning and you were on the floor then and you 
started work at 8.45am and you worked up until 11.30. You had no break, you worked straight 
through, and then you sat down at the chefs table and had your lunch from 11.30am to 12pm. You 
went back to service then. Service started at 12.30. Fabron and Rolland would eat, they'd sit down 
to lunch in the restaurant at say 12pm or so. Now, only when Rolland was over, Jackie never ate 
out in the restaurant, he always ate downstairs, Rolland would eat upstairs. 
53 . Then service started at 12.30pm and service went on until2.30pm, and from 2.30 the chefs would 
fmish up . Everyone would clear out of the kitchen but there was an afternoon shift and we used to 
have what is called a commis de garde. There would be a commis de garde, there would be a 
commis de garde for the larder and a commis de garde for the pastry because there were trolleys 
involved. So they had to take the hors d 'oeuvres trolley back and the same for the pastry, and if 
stuff had to be replenished then they did that. They also replenished the sweet trolley and the hors 
d 'oeuvres trolley for that evening so that it would all be ready. 
54. MM: So it was all silver service and the hors d 'oeuvres trolley and the sweet trolley? 
55. JC: Everything, we never plated a hors d 'oeuvres in the kitchen, never; it was all done in the 
restaurant. Classic, classic cooking and service and it was great, like sauces went out in sauce 
boats, no dish was dressed with a sauce, with the exception of Sole Bonne Femme or the glazed 
dishes. It was put on a salver and glazed, with sliced potatoes around it, not mash potato, 
everything was classic. Brilliant, even in the pastry it was the same, the likes of the iced bombes, 
if it was crepes suzettes or soujjle grand marinier, everything was done to order. There was none 
of this having a panada done in the fridge and you took it out and put your egg with it, no. 
Everything was done fresh, you see. You could be there until 11 .30 or 12 at night doing desserts, 
no problem, that's the way it was. 
56. MM: It was considered to be a very expensive place to eat? 
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57. JC: It was a very expensive place to eat; I have menus that I must bring in to you. That was 
another thing, the carte de jour, a different menu was written every day, it was never the same 
menu, and different from lunch to dinner. That was Jackie's job, and the menu was put up on the 
wall and you knew what you had to do and you just got on with it. It was the first time also that I'd 
actually seen live fish come into a place. 
58. MM: Was this for Trout au bleu? 
59. JC: Yes, all the live fish came in, perfect, and you also had these fridges, small units, and the 
whole place was so compact it was unbelievable. All the fish were put on separate trays, sole on 
one tray, salmon on another tray, it was so neat, nothing came in prepared; everything came in 
fresh, so you filleted all the fish and the butchery was the same. The butchery came in, and we had 
a special area for doing the butchery. They hung their own beef. It would come in as a half body 
and was broken down. Oh, yeah, it was all broken down, oxtails, tongues, you name it, everything, 
it was incredible actually. 
60. MM: I take it there was an a Ia carte (menu) as well? 
61. JC: There was yeah, oh Jesus, when service started, by Jaysus, I'll tell you, you would sweat; 
boy did you sweat. And you just kept going, if you wanted a drink of water, you asked the chef, 
'chef, can I go and get a drink of water?' , that's the way it was, it was fine, you know, but at the 
same time, it was very organised, because the chefs knew what they were doing, they were 
professionals, you know, and they knew exactly. The sauce comer would be a very heavy comer, 
because there was an awful lot of mis en place there, the veg would be as well, you know. All the 
potato dishes were all made, you know, hand cut chips, all that kind of stuff. Any of the deep fried 
potato dishes were done by the roast comer. All the other ones, like Pommes Anna, were done by 
the veg comer. And all the other veg dishes, the soups were done by the veg comer, stocks were 
done by the veg comer. Anything to do with pastry work that needed savoury work was partly 
prepared in the pastry and finished by the sauce comer. You don't see that now, it's gone. Take for 
example Beef Wellington, the beef would have been prepared by the sauce with the soubise set on 
top and left to the pastry, wrapped either in pancakes or pigs caul, and then wrapped in brioche, 
probably brioche if truth be known because everything, absolutely everything was top class. At 
one stage then, butter, hollandaise, they would probably make about 8lbs of Hollandaise a day, 
4lbs for lunch and another 4lbs for dinner, and used every bit of it. And all the extensions of all the 
sauces, everything was just bang on. Demi-Glaze was made from scratch, you started off with 
your brown stock, your estoufade, and your brown sauce, the espagnole and that was it. That was 
the way it was. They had a double boiler for that, and they had a specific area for the stocks and 
those heavy sauces, where they were made. The kitchen porter Michael Cullen would have played 
an important role in that, in making sure the stocks were on every morning. It was a twenty four 
hour thing, it kept going, it never stopped. Consommes were made fresh, there was none of this 
mince being bought in, it was minced there. The only food processor we had was this massive big 
'buffalo' that we used to use, if you were making game terrines or pates or that. That is where I 
learnt a lot of my recipes for game pates etc. The stuff they used was absolutely superb, fantastic. 
62. MM: Game was quite big there as well? 
63. JC: It was, and smoked salmon as well. They used to smoke their own salmon as well in a 
little smoke house out the back. There was an awful lot in it, it was a fantastic place, it was a 
shame that it closed, but that's the way I suppose. I was there at the time that Ireland hosted the 
Eurovision Song Contest and it was held in the Gaiety Theatre, the year after Dana had won it; it 
was 1971 because I left it after that. We did a function in Iveagh House, and I'll tell you, Frank 
Aiken was the Minister for Foreign Affairs, the connection there was that when we finished school 
in Sandyford, we used to Aiken's fields to pick potatoes and strawberries. All that land is all gone 
now. 
64. MM: He held a function in Iveagh House for the Eurovision in 1971? 
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65. JC: The Russell Hotel did all the catering for Iveagh House and it was top class, all our 
waiters went in there as well, it was like they were doing the function in the Russell Hotel because 
the standard didn't drop. You had all the taoisigh of the day whoever the taoiseach was they all 
carne to lunch and to dinner. The Russell was the place at the time, itself and the Hibernian, they 
were sister hotels. What we used to have was a training exchange programme going on. Let's say 
on a Wednesday afternoon you'd go from the Russell Hotel down to the Hibernian and we'd meet 
the lads halfway, and sometimes we wouldn't go at all, we'd go to the Green Cinema, but it was 
good craie. I went down there a couple of times and Roger Noblet was the head chef there, and 
he'd give you different lessons. Basically what it was, one of the reasons they did it was to stop 
them going off drinking in the afternoon, keep them busy, give them something to do. You might 
get a job to do during the afternoon; they might say 'I want you to turn some mushrooms'. That's 
how you learnt to turn mushrooms, they'd put five or six chips put in front of you and you would 
be there turning away there. And that was it, only the best ones were kept and the rest were sliced 
for soup or for a Bonne Femme or a Chasseur or something. Personally, I think the Russell is why 
I'm as disciplined as I am now. You never took shortcuts, you weren't allowed to take shortcuts, 
you wouldn't even dream of taking shortcuts, and you'd know there would be a price to pay for it. 
I saw people taking shortcuts and they got an awful bollocking over it, in the end of the day it did 
them no good. There was a standard there and you dido 't drop below that standard. 
66. MM: Was there a formal apprenticeship there that you signed up to? 
67. JC: There was, now I didn't fmish it because I moved on. The problem with me was that I 
found it very difficult, I was cycling in from Barr na Coille to Stephen's Green and you were 
doing split shifts. It was very, very hard, you know. 
68. MM: And were you going home in the afternoon? 
69. JC: No, you were either staying in town or doing the training, or sometimes you would stay 
on in the afternoon, most times you would stay on in the afternoon, not in the kitchen, but in the 
locker room or the canteen, and they'd give you exercises to do. They might get you to look up 
some of the classical sauces, and again it was a kind of education really, it really was. And you 
would get together and they would give you little tests to do, little hand written tests. 
70. MM: Who was organising that? 
71. JC: That would have been organised through Hector Fabron or Ollie McMahon, who was 
Fabron's assistant. Ollie went on to run the catering in AlB but served his apprenticeship under 
Fabron. Then what they did was they opened up the Robert Emmet Grill beside the Russell, part of 
the Russell, they opened this, because there was one down in the Hibernian they had the Bianconi 
Grill. It was really popular, but looking at a different market. It was quicker but a lot of the 
preparation was done in the kitchen and sent across. My last stint was over in the Robert Emmet 
Grill, I absolutely loved it. It was brilliant. I worked with Emmet Byron, and with Willy Woods 
there, and I have to say they were fantastic chefs, great chefs, absolutely fantastic. They were so 
organised, everything was done, you started, your shift was from 3pm to llpm and I'll tell you 
Mairtin, you worked every minute of it! But it was great, you enjoyed it. 
72. MM: Was there an open charcoal grill in the room? 
73 . JC: Oh, yes there was, the chef was cooking the steaks in the room, but we had a kitchen 
attached to the room, and it was the first time that they brought waitresses into the Russell Hotel. 
They were all male waiters in the Russell Room, but now in the Emmet Grill it was male and 
female, but mostly female. 
74. MM: I take it they were all Irish? 
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75. JC: Oh, yeah, all Irish, by this stage it was all Irish waiters and chefs, apart from Rolland and 
Henri, although Henri was born here - all Irish. So I went from there then and went to work in 
Opperman's in Kiltieman. 
76. MM: Was that because it was closer to home? 
77. JC: Yes, it was closer to home, absolutely; I was still living in Barr na Coille at the time. 
78. MM: How did that come about? 
79. JC: I heard they were opening a hotel in it and I went up, and I met this chap with a 
moustache, and I said I was wondering if there were any jobs going, and it turned out to be Michel 
Treyvaud, and he took me on. 
80. MM: Where had Michel Treyvaud come from, where had he worked before Oppermans? 
81. JC: Michel had come from Sligo, he had worked before that in the Moira Hotel with Eugene 
Me Sweeney and the Swiss guy Willy Widmer. So Johnny was running Opperman's but Michel 
was the head chef The pastry chef there was a guy called Johnny Steineger (Irish but probably a 
German father), who had come from the Gresham, and the sous chef there was fellow called Joe 
Kennedy, who went offto Canada. I can't think of the guy who was on the veg comer and there 
was another fellow on the larder. You see, Michel would have been a real working head chef, he 
took control 'big time', he would be in there at 7am and it was a busy hotel. At the time Cassius 
Clay was boxing in Ireland and he stayed there, he was always in and out of the kitchen, he was 
always having the craie with Michel. Opperman himself was a very good cook, you know, very 
good, both himself and Willy had the hospitality thing in their blood, Carl was an accountant. 
Johnny had been catering commissioner in Dublin Airport- an absolutely lovely man. 
82. MM: Yes, I've interviewed Johnny, he's great. That place didn't last too long, however? 
83. JC: No, it lasted nearly two years. I went there in 1971 and went to the Intercontinental in 
1973. What happened is that Opperman sold the hotel and Pat Quinn took it over and then I left, 
we were let go, and Michel had offered me a job in the new Jury's in Ballsbridge, he had gone 
there and I was there from 1973 to 1990. 
84. MM: Had the Intercontinental actually left? 
85 . JC: The Intercontinental had actually closed their hotels and Jury' s had bought over the group 
ofhotels. 
86. MM: So you never actually worked for the Intercontinental Hotels? 
87. JC: No, but it still very much operated in the Intercontinental style, it took about a year to get 
that get that operation system out of it. Michel had gone in as head chef, Pierce Hingston had been 
there before that but the Burlington had just opened and when the Intercontinental closed, Pierce 
went to the Burlington as head chef Now what happened ftrst of all is when Jury' s took over the 
Intercon, Joe Collins who was head chef in the old Jury's in Dame Street went and took over as 
head chef in the new Jury' s in Ballsbridge, but it didn't work out, he was gone within six months, 
it was a different system and that is how Michel moved in. The connection with Michel was Lee 
Kidney, who had worked with Michel in Westport I think. Lee Kidney was the general manager, 
Michael McCarthy, who had worked for Wavin, the piping crowd, came in as managing director 
and he turned it around. I went on from strength to strength. 
88. MM: So you went into New Jury's which was much bigger than Oppermans? 
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Figure JC.3: Kish Restaurant Menu, Jury's Hotel, Ballsbridge 
89. JC: I'll never forget it, when I walked into that kitchen, the amount of hats, the amount of 
chefs working in the kitchen, you see at that time they were still negotiating the redundancy 
packages, the Intercontinental staff were still there. 
90. MM: Were there any foreigners still there? 
91. JC: No, they were all gone; I'll tell you who was there. Joe Quirke was in the pastry; John 
Linnane was the assistant pastry chef, Johnny Martin, Shay Kirwan, Paddy Reilly, John Culhane 
who went to the Burlington after six months, Brendan P. O'Neill, Aidan Martin, Gerry Byrne, 
Matty Hoare, Tom Keavney were all there, and the baker was a fellow called Liam Rock, and 
there must have been around twenty five commis (chefs) in the place. 
92. And at that time in the Embassy Room Restaurant, it was huge, a massive restaurant, you had your 
head waiter and you had captains, this was the first time I saw captains - station captains. They 
would have been looking after a certain amount of tables, it was like the same as a chef de rang, 
but the American version, brought in by the Intercontinental group. You then had the Copper 
Grill, and all the steaks, all the grilling was all done in the Copper room, so there was a commis 
and a chef out there. Then you had the Beef Trolley as well. It was not unlike the service style of 
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the Russell, because everything came through the tannoy, it was a huge kitchen, you had the 
butchery in one end of it and the pastry kitchen in another end and the middle of the kitchen was 
where the stillroom was and you had the larder, the larder service area, the sauce comer which was 
fairly tight, but you had the sauce comer, the veg comer, and the roast comer all along the one line 
so everything was served from there but out over the hotplates onto table cloths and cloche's 
which was always done by Michel or Brendan. 
93 . MM: Who was the sous chef? 
94. JC: Brendan 0' Neill was sous chefbut you also had Shay Kirwan who moved from the 
larder to become the sous chef Then later Davy Edwards appeared around 1975, a year or so later, 
and he came in as executive chef, so Michel held on to his position as head chef. Prior to that Peter 
Malone had joined the company as front office manager, and Malone had come from Pat Quinn's 
Club, where he was manager and that was the connection between Malone and Edwards. Prior to 
Malone working in Pat Quinn's club he worked in the Shelboume Hotel. David Lester was food 
and beverage manger and he left to pursue his own place up near Christchurch there- the Lord 
Edward. 
95. MM: So he took over from Cuniam? 
96. JC: Getting back to Malone, he took over as food and beverage manager and he brought Dave 
Edwards in as executive chef, looking after the administration of the kitchen while Michel was 
very much a working 'hands on' head chef. He was an excellent head chef, actually. When the 
redundancies happened, before Davy came, but there was a later bout of redundancies later as 
well. 
97. MM: Was that following the Mountbatten murder? 
98. JC: That's right, but I'll tell you who was there as well, Tony Byrne. Tony was the staff chef. 
Tony went back to the Shelboume and then set up his own place, Trotters of Fairview, his son 
Paul runs it now. 
99. MM: When you started in Jury's, what was your role? 
IOO.JC: My first job there was as a commis on the sauce comer. I worked with a fellow called 
Mick Moore, a very good sauce cook who had come from the Moira. Basically I did all the 
comers, and I did a lot of time on pastry with John Linnane, ended up being his assistant. He was 
the head pastry chef and I was the assistant pastry chef, and then John left and I was offered the 
job as pastry chef and I took it. 
1 Ol.MM: When John left, did he leave to come here (DIT) to teach? 
102.JC: Yes, that was the time of the redundancies, 1983 or 1984, there was a good clear out that 
time, himself, Johnny Martin, Aidan Martin - maybe Aidan had left before the redundancies, I'm 
not sure. About four of the top guys left at that time. 
103 .MM: How did you get into teaching? Did you do the City and Guilds 706/3? 
104.JC: (laugh) I applied to do the 706/3 Kitchen and Larder at the age of 27 or 28, I had just 
married, and I got a letter back saying I was too young, at 27 or 28, so that will tell you, they were 
very mature, the likes of Paddy Keys, Eugene Me Govern, these kinds of fellows, they were all 
doing it. So I left it and about three years later, Bobby Maxwell who worked in Jury's was 
accepted and said why don't you think of doing the pastry. John Linnane contacted me and said he 
was running the 706/3 pastry and would I think of doing it so I did. That first group, my 706/3 
pastry class, there was John Dowd, Tony Campbell, Derek O'Brien, Brendan P. O'Neill, I can't 
remember the rest, but were mostly practicing pastry chefs at the time and what happened is we 
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were offered the City & Guilds 7111 but we knew more than we were being taught so they offered 
us the 706/3 and we did it over two years. So after doing that, I said I'd do the kitchen and larder 
706/3, and in the meantime Joe Erraught contacted me and asked me to do some part-time 
teaching. Joe Hegarty was away inN epal that year on secondment so Joe Erraught was in charge. 
My first class was a Friday afternoon class teaching pastry work to diet cooks. The first person I 
encountered was Michael Ganly, who was acting head of apprenticeship at the time, because Joe 
was acting head of school. That's when it all started and then in 1990 after all them years, I'll tell 
you what happened is I went for a position in Jury's as sous chef when Jimmy Connell left, and a 
couple of us went for it and I didn' t get it. It was probably the best thing that happened to me 
because it made me think where was I going with my life. So I decided to leave. Alan O'Reilly 
was running a restaurant over in Rathgar called 'Clarets' and I took over that restaurant and ran it 
for over a year. 
105 .MM: Did you keep the name 'Clarets' or did you re-name it? 
l06.JC: No, I re-named it 'Garvey's', I was there for a year, and I leased the restaurant from a 
chap called Tom Kenny, and interestingly enough, that hotel prior to Tom Kenny owning it was 
owned by Henry Ivory, who is James Carberry's father in law now, Niamh Ivory's father, and 
Niamh had been a student here in the college. Tom Kenny originally owned the Inn at the Park 
near Mount Jerome. 
1 07 .MM: What year was that 1989, and is that when Alan 0 'Reilly moved Clarets to Blackrock? 
108.JC: Yeah, 1989, but I was just paying rent on the restaurant and Mark Farrell who had been 
working with me in Jury's took over the restaurant from me. I'm not sure how long he kept it. 
109 .MM: How did the restaurant go for you and why did you leave it? 
110.JC: It went very well, but I had still kept my hand in teaching in the college and what 
happened was that a position came up for more hours in the college and I decided to focus on the 
teaching job because the restaurant was tough, I have to say. 
11l.MM: When were you made full-time here in the college, John? 
112.JC: In 1994, what happened is that in 1991 I signed up to what they call an EPT contract and 
that was the road to full-time as it were. 
113 .MM: When was the first time you ate out? 
114.JC: The first time I ate out, I remember one place in particular I ate in. It was a cake shop, of 
all things, and it was called the Penny Farthing, on the bottom ofWicklow Street. They used to do 
these lovely cakes in it, and we were brought there, not regularly, but occasionally. Where else, 
probably Bewleys was the first place I ate out in. 
115.MM: What would be the first restaurant kind of place you ate in? 
116.JC: God, I would have to think of that one. When Bernie and I were married first we used to 
go to a place called the Georgian Restaurant on Richmond Street and it was a beautiful restaurant. 
We'd go there maybe once a fortnight, on a Friday and you would have a lovely meal for two with 
wine for forty pounds, great value for money. I never really ventured into ethnic restaurants at all, 
I don't know why, they never really appealed to me, you know. 
117 .MM: While you worked in the Russell in the early 1970s were you fumiliar with the likes of 
Snaffies, or the Soup Bowl or these sort of places? 
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Figure JC.4: Japanese Festival Menu, Jury's Hotel, Ballsbridge (1977) 
118.JC: No, not really. I would have known of the Coq Hardi and Sean Kinsella's place, The 
Mirabeau, but I never ate in them. There was a place in Ballsbridge called Wednesdays, I ate there 
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a couple of times and it was a big deal to eat there. I ate there a couple of times, there was the 
Lobster Pot and then Paul Kelly's place there beside Paddy Cullen's, it was called Broph's. James 
Carberry worked there. Then there was Paul Groves who worked in The Grey Door, off Leeson 
Street there run by the two brothers. It was a Scandanavian restaurant. 
11th February 2008 
119.MM: John, you might tell me how you got involved with the Panel of Chefs? 
120.JC: When Dave Edwards was in Jury's in 1976, the Panel of Chefs was reconstituted or 
reformed as such, because there was a while there where there had been no activity or 
organisation. It began to move on, to gather momentum and I joined it in 1981. Noel Cullen was 
chairman of the Branch at the time and Paddy Brady was secretary. I joined in 1981 and in 1987 I 
became chairman of the Leinster Branch. 
121.MM: When you joined, was it because you were starting to do competitions? 
122.JC: Yes, I was starting to do competitions, which were held either in the Burlington Hotel or 
intheRDS. 
123.MM: Were the competitions always held side by side with the Catering Exhibition? 
124.JC: A couple of times they were but there was one year that the Catering Exhibition was 
taking place in the RDS and what happened was that the Catering Equipment Association (CEA) 
sponsored the Panel of Chefs and whatever agreement they had over sponsorship, they couldn't 
reach an agreement this year, and the Panel of Chefs held the competition that year on their own in 
the Green Isle Hotel. 
125.MM: That was the year Frank Farren was President of the Panel, wasn't it? 
126.JC: That's correct, and there was a lot of controversy about it at the time, it created a bit of a 
division between the Panel and the CEA. It strengthened our hand, because the show wasn't as 
successful because we were not in it. It prove the point to us that we were very much an integral 
part of it, and it took that event to happen for them to realise that they needed the chefs, and we 
were very much a big part of it, and subsequently to that when I was president, when we ran the 
Catex in I 999, we did an exit survey which showed that 85% of people who came to see the show 
came to see cooking. It's obvious, and the shows went from strength to strength from there on. 
The Green Isle gave us the confidence that we don't need the CEA, that we could run our own 
events, and the Panel in the past did run its own events in the Mansion House and in Busaras and 
all these places. 
127 .MM: When was the first time you were made aware of the competitions? 
128.JC: I suppose it was in Jury's with John Linnane, we would have entered compet1t10ns 
together. I would have done either the pastillage or pastry section or cold larder. There was a great 
competition team in Jury's at the time. Davy was very much to the fore as was Michel Treyvaud 
and in the end of the day it was extra training and we would stay back in the afternoon or in the 
evening and do the extra training and basically what we were doing was like little qualifying heats 
among ourselves. There was a great competitiveness going on. They were very interesting 
competitions because they are not like they are now, the last competition in which I won gold in 
was for petit fours. We would have to present sixty four petit fours along with a gateau on a mirror 
with a centrepiece, now there is a huge amount of work in that. The mirror would have been about 
two foot squared so a lot of work. There was a lot of cold work at that time, interestingly enough 
not that much interest in hot cooking as there is now. It's a battle now to try and encourage them 
into the cold salon. We used to stay up all night preparing for competitions, I can't remember the 
year I was on the Irish Team for Hotelympia but Jaysus, we were up for around three nights in a 
row. How we functioned, I don't know, but yet, we came away with the Nation's Cup that year. 
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129 .MM: Who was on the team with you the year you represented Ireland at Hotelympia? 
130.JC: John Coughlan was team captain, Eugene McGovern was team manager, John Morin was 
cold larder, Eddie Sherridan, Dave Murray who used to work here in the Cafeteria (DIT), John 
Dowd, Joe Erraught, and a chap from the Airport called Joe Frayne. I got to know these people 
from competitions. 
131.MM: John Morin was in the Imperial in Cork, where did he train? 
132.JC: He was a student in DIT and I'm not sure where he trained after that. A few other older 
guys would have been with us at Hotelympia, like Michael Marley and Kevin O'Meara who both 
worked for CERT. Marley would have been a senior judge over there. 
133.1 was on the board of the Panel of Chefs from the early 1990s and in 1994 I went for vice-
president but was defeated. But the following year in 1995 I was elected vice-president and then I 
became president from 1997 to 1999. 
134.MM: How many members had the Panel of Chefs at that stage? 
135.JC: There were easily four hundred members at the time, it was huge. The two biggest 
branches, the most active branches were the Leinster Branch and the Western Branch. Branches 
then started to develop separately and ran their own competitions and the new branch in the South 
East grew to about eighty members in four years, it was incredible. It was something that the other 
branches looked at. 
136.MM: Who was the driving force behind it? 
137 .JC: A fellow called Norbert Toole, a German chap, he was the head chef down in Jury's and 
another chap called J.J. Healy and a few others. I sense that some members of the executive felt 
threatened by this growth, they felt they might take over, but this was never going to happen. 
138 .MM: What in your opinion was the remit of the Panel of Chefs, what was the Panel there to 
do? 
139.JC: When I was a young chef you heard of the Panel ofChefs, and when I was accepted, it 
was a big deal, for me. It was a big deal for anyone who was accepted. You must remember it was 
originally set up as a head chef grouping and was originally set in Dublin. It grew from there to 
become Branches. I suppose for someone like me, it was a chance to meet chefs from other hotels, 
because back then you worked in your hotel and you didn't have opportunities to meet other chefs 
apart from the competitions. There was a lot of social events in the Panel of Chefs calendar which 
was great, the AGM weekends were great. You might only meet people on that weekend but it 
was great. Quite a lot of college lecturers, actually a huge amount, were members of the Panel of 
Chefs. I suppose the biggest amount was from Dublin, at one stage there would have been about 
fifteen or sixteen members here in the college (DIT) who were members of the Panel of Chefs, 
then you had Galway and Cork, some in Tralee, Tallaght wasn't around at the time. During 1985 
in Noel's time, he was responsible for getting the Panel of Chefs into WACS (World Association 
of Cooks Societies). In 1994, Brendan O'Neill was president, and Ray Shanks was taken on as a 
public relations man who had limited success. Some sponsors felt it was impersonal dealing 
through a representative when they were used to dealing directly with the president or the 
secretary. 
140.0ne thing I always found was the reputation of the Panel of Chefs was based solely on 
competitions and I tried to change that by putting a bid in to hold the WACS conference in 2004. 
We sowed the seed in 2000 and people thought we were mad but the reaction was so positive it 
was incredible and we surged from there. We had a very successful conference in 2004. 
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14l.MM: Was there an educational focus, a legislation focus, or a welfare focus to the Panel of 
Chefs? Were there any of these things within the Panel or was it merely a mechanism to organise 
competitions? 
142.JC: Well if you go back to its origins, the Panel was founded under the auspices of the Irish 
Transport and General Workers Union (IT&GWU), and Micky Mullen I think was around at the 
time. For a long time we were tagged with the union sort of thing, and it might have been a 
deterrent for some people, thinking 'I'm not joining the union', or 'I'm already in the union', or 
something. There was that sort of aspect to it and they carried that for a while. But as regards 
legislation, there really wasn't, you know, I often wonder why they never went down the road to 
professionalising our craft. I made moves when I was president, but when you are president you 
have two years and unless you are followed by somebody that has the same commitment and drive 
for your policies it is hard to keep things going. It's a pity really because, I was reading recently 
that the American Culinary Federation lobbied the government for ten years to get the trade of 
cooking recognised as an actual profession. The end result is the American Culinary Federation is 
the only body in America that can certify professional cooks in America. I don't see why the Panel 
of Chefs can't go down that road and it makes sense to me. We have the knowledge, we have the 
people in there willing to do it. As regards to training, I think a lot of training and learning took 
place, to be honest, because you know there were very close links with CERT at the time, when 
we were training National Teams, it took place in CERT up in Roebuck or in Amiens Street. As 
regards other training, no, but we would have done a lot of demonstrations for charity; we did a lot 
of work with the Irish Cancer Society and so forth. 
143.MM: Was there a Journal? 
144.JC: There was what was called the Stockpot. It was a quarterly magazine which was very 
interesting but it hasn't been produced since god knows when. I think the last one that was 
produced was when I produced it, the yearN oel Cullen died, I did a tribute to him in it. They have 
talked about it, and talked about doing an E-zine but it is something that WACS encourage Chefs 
Associations to get involved in, because it is certainly a way of informing people and also a way 
of generating some money, because a company like say CPC could sponsor the printing of it or 
whatever. But that hasn't happened in a long time and I don't know if they are going to produce 
something for the fiftieth anniversary this year or not. I know Johnny Carroll is working on 
something at the moment to be launched next year. A lot of training took place and a lot of junior 
members did well out of it, got good jobs out of it. 
145.MM: The idea was that you had to be vetted before you became a member, was it? 
146.JC: Well that system is very interesting because when I became a member I had to provide 
my CV and a history of my work from when I started to the present and I had to be proposed by 
two members of good standing and then every member had to be discussed. That doesn't happen 
anymore. Now they are just taking in members when they can get them, you know. There was a 
very strict process there, Michael Ganly was the membership officer and I remember if they didn't 
fulfil a certain criteria, they were just written back to and if they wanted to apply again they were 
welcome. They might have been refused on the basis of lack of experience, one criteria was you 
had to have so many years experience as a chef outside of your training. I think you needed a 
minimum of five years experience after training before you could be a member. 
147.MM: Is this information available, do you have an archive of minutes of meetings etc . 
148.JC: There would be some work done by Paddy Brady who was secretary for quiet a while. 
149.MM: Has the Panel of Chefs broken with the number four branch of the IT &GWU or SIPTU as 
it now is? 
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150.JC: When you say broken, I think it goes back to the time of the Shelbourne dispute when 
one of the members of the Panel of Chefs, Brendan O'Neill, was appointed head chef, and he was 
only appointed three weeks when the strike took place and he was caught. There was even a 
motion of censure put against him because he was not in the union and he passed the picket and 
number four branch got very involved in that. 
151.MM: What year was that? 
152.JC: I'm not exactly sure, it was around the mid 1980s, but it was a very turbulent time within 
the panel. The other point about it is that in Leinster, the Panel would have always held their 
meetings in Liberty Hall. I think relations got very strained there after the Shelboume dispute. 
Some people supported Brendan and others felt it is not right, but in the end of the day people 
have to make their living, it got messy, and for some reason the Panel started to move away, but I 
remember meeting the representative from the union, I think it was Martin King at the time, 
during my time as either vice president or president, because there was suggestions that we 
remove the IT &GWU from the logo. But that was the old logo, when they became SIPTU there 
was talks of removing the logo, so it was removed but we kept the wording 'founded in 1958 
under the auspices of the Irish Transport & General Workers Union'. But I see now it is not used 
any more. I was always conscious that it should be maintained because it is part of the history, but 
people move on and different mindsets think differently. 
153 .MM: Were you in the union from day one? Have you seen a diminishing of the union over the 
years? 
154.JC: I was in the Union since the age of seventeen. The union was very strong at one stage, 
when I say strong, they were there if you needed them. Unions are an evil necessity I suppose in 
many ways, if we didn't need them. I have to say anytime I needed them, well I ended up on the 
national chefs' committee as a representative for the union on the NCCCB (National Craft 
Curriculum Certification Board). 
155.MM: What was the chefs' committee? 
156.JC: The chefS' committee was chaired in my time by Michael Ganly and if people were in 
breach of say disciplinary rules in the union, when I was training, as an example, young commis 
chefs under eighteens years of age were not allowed to work after I Opm. You had to let them go at 
IOpm or earlier, so if you didn't follow these rules the chefs' committee was there to rap you over 
the knuckles for that sort of thing. But also there too, there was a slight cross over too, where 
people were using the Panel to report a transgression, working people to long, not paying them for 
their time etc. but the net result of that was that some employers took a grudge against the Panel 
and there are a lot of people out there, maybe not now, but back then, that wouldn't have had 
much time for the Panel of Chefs precisely for that reason, what were they? Were they a chefs 
association or were they a union? Remember the objective of the Panel of Chefs was to promote 
professional cookery in Ireland, that's the remit. 
157 .MM: Most professional bodies starting off with the original chefs societies around the 1870s 
normally approached that remit with three strands: firstly a professional journal, then a school, 
then the running of culinary competitions? 
158.JC: We might have fulfilled two of those criteria but certainly not three. The school end of it 
is something they lacked on, they certainly did the demonstrations, it wasn' t a school but would 
have been seen as educational, in a way what you are doing is giving something back to the 
community. 
159.MM: Well both the French and English models failed anyway, well the English managed to 
open the Westrninister Technical School but the French school only lasted about six months and 
the employers couldn't agree on wages or sending the students. 
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160.JC: The Panel would have had a strong voice in the past and would certainly have had a 
strong representation on likes ofCERT, we would have bad a voice there and also in the union. So 
anything like training programmes that were being developed, we would have been consulted on 
them but I don 't think that happens anymore. 
16l .MM: Do you think the Panel was depending on certain strong individuals to keep it going? 
162.JC: Very much so, there were a lot of strong individuals and they drove it. Noel Cullen was 
one of them, he had a very strong vision of where the Panel was and where it should go. 
163 .MM: Now Noel went to America, so when he left, there was a gap. 
164.JC: What happened was there were certain people like Willie Somers and Eugene McGovern 
who were working in CERT and then they moved on to different jobs, Matt Dowling was down in 
CERT also, there was good people there at the time. Noel was the real shining light during my 
time. And the great achievement of my time was bringing the WACS congress to Ireland in 2004, 
but I was surprised at the amount of negativity we faced when we returned to say we had won the 
bid. But you just rise above it. 
165 .MM: John, when I was a student here in the early 1990s nearly all the lecturers were members 
of the Panel of Chefs, when did that come to an end? 
166.JC: That's a good question, I'm the only full time member ofstaffwho is now still a member 
ofthe Panel, and I'm often asked why. I think a younger group of people came in there and also 
that the Panel itself changed around 2002 with directorships and becoming a limited company etc. 
They did away with the role of the president, bad instead an honorary president and formed a new 
position of CEO which in a way were two conflicting roles. Chefs associations around the world 
need new blood to keep vibrant and I know the Panel of Chefs even today is not what it was 
twenty years ago. The attraction twenty years ago was that you had people there who were 
recognisable within the industry, it was more prestigious, and if they wanted to be part of the 
organisation then you wanted to be part of it also. It is not as prestigious to be a member of the 
Panel now as it was then. You also have people joining to have it on their CV but they may not 
attend a meeting from one end of the year to the next. It's a good question, because if you were to 
say to me 'ifl join the Panel of Chefs today, what's in it for me?' , the answer is nothing really. I 
think they need to sit down and re-focus, and re-think the whole rationale as to what they are all 
about, you know. They were using this word to ' protect' professional cookery, what do they mean 
protect it, protect what? Protect the status? If you want to protect the status of professional 
cookery, one of the first things you do is, as you said yourself, is to establish yourself as a 
profession. As Hegarty used to say 'where is the body of knowledge?' , but for a long time too 
there was this resentment among the industry section of the Panel that the college lecturers were 
getting too strong, and there was huge resentment there towards us and a lot of the college guys 
became disinterested and fell away. Remember people are moving on, we have all educated 
ourselves, and remember it was all done on a voluntary basis. I drove the length and breadth of 
this country for fifteen years and you get to know the people who hold it all together. There was 
also talk when Eurotoques were formed that they were seen as a threat to the Panel, but they were 
never a threat, Eurotoques were a different agenda altogether, they do what they do and good luck 
to them. That was another thing that I attempted to do, I was the first to bring Derry Clarke, when 
be was Governor General ofEurotoques, I brought him to the Panel Dinner and the criticism I got 
for that was ridiculous, why, we are all speaking the one language, we are all cooks. Whether we 
are training them or whatever, it is all the one language. Some people are myopic. 
167.MM: Talk to me about gender in the kitchen, who was the first female cbef you encountered? 
168.JC: Let me go back, there was a girl in the Hibernian who was one of the first female chefs 
and she was there for years. But later on in the late 1970s early 1980s in Jury's we took in our first 
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female commis chef and her name was Caroline Griffin, and then we had a girl called Delores 
Fulham. They would have been the first and the chefs at the time didn't want to treat them any 
different than the lads. I remember Matty Hoare saying to this girl 'if you want to be a chef, I 
expect you to be able to lift the same size pot as I can', I think he was just acting the maggot, but 
that was an older generation, so it was a challenge for chefs. I was a senior chef de partie and I 
found it a challenge. I found you had to be watching your Ps and Qs, you wouldn't curse in front 
of girls and our game is notorious for bad language. I think it is a great move. Just look at how 
many women head chefs there are now. 
169.MM: Who were the first women to make a name for them selves, how about Maura Smith? 
Was she the first woman to do the 706/3 in Ireland? 
170.JC: Maura was the first in Ireland to do the City & Guilds 706/3 and rose to the position of 
vice-president of the Panel of Chefs, the first female and only female vice-president of the Panel. 
At the time the female numbers were very low, I would say there was about ten female members 
of the Panel, about five percent of the membership. 
171.MM: You could probably name them then? Tina Walsh who was a protege of Eugene Me 
Sweeney down in Lacken House, Audrey Crone who was with Derek McLoughlin in Citywest, 
Rosemary Lynch, Liz and Brianan Erraught, Maura Smith 
Jimmy Rock (JR) enters that room and we begin a discussion on union activity in catering in Dublin 
172.JR: I'm 51 years old now so I came here to Catha! Brugha Street first as a student aged 
eighteen so that was around 1973 and the females here were called cooks and the males were 
called chefs and we were kept totally separate. 
173.MM: And had you separate lecturers? 
174.JR: Yes, but that was coincidental, they would have had Michael Ganly and so did we but not 
at the same time. 
175.MM: And was it the same syllabus? 
176.JR: Well at that time the syllabus was not a Failte Ireland syllabus, it was drafted up by the 
college itself, I would say the syllabus was very similar. They were being specifically trained not 
for hotels and restaurants but for hospitals and nursing homes, that's where they were earmarked 
for. When we went into hotels they didn't come, they went to their own places. And then industry 
tried to adapt the word cook to pay people less money, because when I started in Aer Lin gus I was 
employed as a cook, specifically because the saw it as a way of paying less money for someone 
doing the same work as a chef. Subsequently the union got that abolished because there were a 
few cooks there who were female, now I had passed on there because I had come out of my time 
there, there was a job as a cook there, I took that so as not to be gone, but a year later I got a job as 
a chef. But the cooks there brought them to court and won and they got parity with the chefs. 
Anyone who worked in the staff canteen in Aer Lingus were considered cooks. 
177.JC: You see that year when you were a cook, was that considered as an improver? When I 
was out of my time in Jury's I did a year as an improver. Do you know what they improver meant, 
it meant that you spent the year as chef toumant, going around all the corners filling in when the 
other chefs were gone. 
178.JR: No the improver system was gone in Aer Lingus when I was there. 
179 .MM: Jimmy, you had mentioned before that there was a movement towards making 
professional cookery a recognised trade? 
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180 .JR: Yes, us in Aer Lin gus, because when the chefs in Aer Lin gus started they were being paid 
as professionals, more than the tradesmen. I don' t know whether it was done specifically to keep 
us from joining a trade union or not. But they were paid specifically as tradesmen, and as years 
went on I became union representative there, and we came upon a situation where we felt that it 
would be safer for us to be associated with the tradesmen than to be out on our own as we were. 
So I delved into it, I looked into it, firstly why we weren't recognised as tradesmen, and how did 
you define at tradesman, and the basic defmition is - anyone who serves a five year apprenticeship 
is a tradesman. So we served a recognised apprenticeship so we could become tradesmen. So I 
approached a number of unions on it, and it meant that we would have to leave the catering union 
which was number four branch. I approached number four branch first to see if they could change 
our status to tradesmen rather than catering workers but they said that they couldn't because they 
were not a trades union, number four represented hotel and catering operatives. That was at the 
time, and for us to have been recognised as a recognised trade, we would have had to leave the 
number four branch and joined another union that did represent trades. I looked into it and we 
would have been accepted into a union and recognised as trades but we decided on mass, now I'm 
talking airport chefs not all chefs; we decided not to go that route, I wasn' t too happy, but I don't 
know why, I think they were afraid to make that leap and move away from number four branch 
because they had been in it all their lives. The reason I discovered that the chefs in Dublin did not 
want to leave the number four branch and join a trades union was that they felt there was safety in 
numbers, they would be in the same branch as the waiters and the porters and to be in with the 
majority and that was that But the option is still there, that is still the defmition of a tradesman, 
and maybe now in this day and age with what is happening in the industry it may be worth looking 
at. 
18l .One very worrying movement that is happening at the moment is that number four branch has a 
representative on the board ofFailte Ireland and Failte Ireland are promoting a nine month course 
and they are seeking recognition for that nine month course with our two year course, which 
brings them up to a phase six, now that doesn't just wash, because if you compare us to carpenters 
or plumbers or electricians that do the phase six, they do up to four years of part time on a block 
release system. I would be worried that in the past the union would have put a block on it and 
would have at least contacted us here in the college, the professionals, and asked our advice on it, 
but that seems to be done away with and they don't seem to care, it is all a cost saving exercise. I 
see the union been dwindled away, we are going to end up with line cooks, and the skills are 
dwindling away. If they see them as chef de partie after nine months, it is a joke. 
182.We trained in a section for six months, then you were moved to another section for another six 
months and so on, and then back again as the second in charge of that section. Like as you said 
with the improver system, there was structure, you got provided with uniforms, you got paid 
reasonably good money. 
183.Where is a good job now, Aer Lingus is gone, Guinness' s is gone, Jury's is gone, most hotels only 
provide food because they have to, they are only interested in functions . End oflnterview 
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